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NETWORKING
Talk to everyone about being an actuary
The actuarial community is small; use it and treat it well
Become involved with the alumni from your alma mater

Attend meetings of local actuarial clubs
Attend career fairs

Build your online brand
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Research the company and field and make connections on your findings

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
SOA Candidate Connect
• Newsletter designed for SOA candidates taking exams; updates on initiatives, exam
development, and candidate events
•https://www.soa.org/future-actuaries/candidate-connect-landing/

CAS Student Central
•https://www.casstudentcentral.org/

Stanford free classes
•https://www.edx.org/school/stanfordonline

Gross Consulting’s Predictive Modeling Software
•https://www.casstudentcentral.org/new-benefit-for-members-of-cas-student-central-access-to-predictive-modeling-software/

Kaggle
•https://www.soa.org/programs/predictive-analytics-certificate/

SOA/CAS Seminars, Publications, and Professional Development Courses
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ORGANIZATIONS
JOIN – GET INVOLVED - NETWORK

Candidate Connect
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PUBLICATIONS TO READ
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PODCASTS FOR GAINING
INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
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Your Personal LinkedIn –
Michael’s Example

Before

After
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Ezra Penland’s Resources
The Entry-Level Actuary
• https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3701842/

Ezra Penland Salary Survey
• https://s3.amazonaws.com/cpenlandsite/2018_Ezra_Penland_Actuary_Salary_Surveys.pdf
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Words of Encouragement for
International Students
• International students should
Google “H1B Visa Actuary (Year)”
to find lists of employers who
have sponsored visas in the past.
• This will give you a clear
image as to just how many
companies are willing to hire!
• Be sure to send your resume to
as many potential employers as
you possibly can. You might have
more difficulty than other
people, but there is definitely
room for international actuaries
in today’s market.
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https://www.myvisajobs.com/Actuaries-2019OC.htm

• The above report lists the top 1 - 99 H1B Visa sponsors(Actuaries) in fiscal year 2018. For Example, the first
record on this report means that Ernst & Young filed 109 Labor Condition Applications(LCA) for H1B Visa in
fiscal year 2018. The average salary of those job offers is $120,184. The number and average salary are not
for all H1B Visa jobs filed by Ernst & Young in fiscal year 2018. They are for Actuaries jobs only.
• The visa sponsors(employers) are sorted by the number of Labor Condition Application(LCA) submitted. The
number includes new, renew and transfer of LCA.
• If two employers have filed the same number of visa petitions in the same year and same category, they are
further sorted by the average salary in descending order.
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Exam
Track

SOA
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The first three exams and VEE don’t set you into any discipline
Accounting
Applied
and Corporate
Economics
P
IFM
FM
Finance
Statistics

The Institutes

CAS

Why Exams Are Important
• You should expect to be asked about them often, and to talk about your studying
process.

“Have you failed an exam?”
• Life goes on after an exam failure. It might be an opportunity to talk about your
dedication to the profession. It is also an excellent time to reassess your study
habits and time management!

The majority of successful actuaries in the field have failed an exam.
It is a matter of persistence and hard work!
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Sought-After
Computer Skills
SAS

Python
Excel
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SQL

R

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

• Predictive Analytics
• Used to be a competitive advantage for insurers, but now it’s
absolutely necessary

• Robotics/AI/ Text Mining
• Companies are exploring opportunities for automation in key
actuarial processes and tasks
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Quick Quiz
1. What are the uses of Predictive Analytics in insurance companies?
2. What are the uses of Robotics in insurance companies?
3. What are the uses of Text Mining in insurance companies?
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A Great Resume
• John has his exams
listed immediately.
• As a student, exam
passage is a great
indicator of capability
when you have little to
no experience.

• If you don’t have any
actuarial experience,
put applicable
coursework and
projects above
experience
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INTERVIEW ETIQUETTE
Greet your interviewers as Ms. or Mr.

Unless it’s a phone interview, make sure your cell phone
is turned off and out of sight!
Be sure to smile, make great eye contact, and give a warm
greeting. Since handshaking is off the table due to COVID,
making a great first impression in other ways is crucial.
Have a portfolio with copies of your resume and a notepad to
take notes.

Let the company take the lead during your interview.
Try not to over-talk! Let the silences happen.

Sit up straight and lean slightly forward. Be aware of
your body language!
Send a 'Thank You' note after your interview!
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GENERAL INTERVIEW
PREPARATION
Review the website of the company with whom you are
interviewing.
Do internet news searches for the company to see if there are
current items in the press you should know about.
Review your resume in detail. Make sure you are prepared to discuss all
information you have listed on your resume. Be prepared to discuss
technical aspects of your experience.

Have a set of questions prepared.
Think of what concerns a potential employer might have about you as a candidate
and be ready to address those concerns. For example, if you are interviewing for a
role and have only some exposure to the lines of business the position would be
working on, be ready to discuss experience or knowledge you have that would allow
you to transition nicely into the role.
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PHONE/VIDEO INTERVIEW PREP
Practice phone interviews. Not only will this help you rehearse
answers to common phone interview questions, but it will
also help you realize if you have a lot of verbal ticks, fail to
enunciate, or speak too fast or too slow.
Have a friend or family member conduct a mock interview
and record it so you can see how you sound over the phone.
Once you have a recording, you'll be able to hear your "ums“,
"uhs“, and "okays" so you can practice reducing them from
your conversational speech. Listening to the recording will
also help you pin-point answers that you can improve.

Avoid distractions. Find a quiet place where you will be
able to concentrate.

Avoid negatives about current or past employers,
managers, colleagues, or roles. There are ways to
address difficult situations, and if you have concerns,
we can discuss those, but focus on what makes you a
strong and qualified candidate for this role.
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DURING THE PHONE/VIDEO
INTERVIEW
Do smile! Smiling will project a positive image to the listener
and will change the tone of your voice. It can also be helpful to
stand during the interview, since this typically gives your voice
more energy and enthusiasm.

Take notes!
If you find that you’ve been talking for over two minutes
straight without the interviewer saying anything back, you are
likely going into too much detail.

Ask different questions to different people. Asking questions
shows that you have thought about the company and
opportunity and have genuine interest in both.
Do not ask about salary, hours, benefits (including study
program) and other forms of compensation / benefits.
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WHAT TO WEAR
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WHAT TO WEAR
• Formal corporate interview attire should be
professional and well-fitted. When it comes to
interviews, it’s always best to err on the side of
caution. You never know how traditional your
interviewer might be.
•

Analyzing what kind of corporate culture you’re walking
into will determine how traditional you should dress.

• For everyone, being well-groomed and clean is a
must!
•
•

Nails should be clean and trimmed, shoes should be
polished, and hair should be professional.
Aftershave, cologne, and perfume should be avoided or
limited, because some people are sensitive to fragrance,
and even a good scent is overwhelming if done in excess.
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CLOTHING OPTIONS (FORMAL)
• Men
• Suit and tie
• Neutral and solid color like gray, navy, or black
• Matching long-sleeved dress shirt (usually white)
• From there, accessories will only help the look. Matching leather shoes
and belt, an appropriate tie, dark socks, and perhaps a
portfolio/briefcase are all great

• Make sure everything fits very well! Avoiding overly tight, or
conversely, baggy clothing is best.
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CLOTHING OPTIONS CONT.
• Women
• A matching pantsuit, suit skirt, or dress are all options
• Suits/skirts should be a neutral, and solid color like gray, navy, or black, with a
coordinated blouse
• Skirts and dresses should be just above the knee, and depending on how
traditional the office is, nylons might be necessary
• Shoes and handbags should be clean and in good condition, and not be
flashy. Remember that a briefcase/portfolio is also appropriate for women
• Makeup should be done with a light hand and with a polished or more
natural look. Similarly, jewelry should be tasteful and conservative as to not
distract from the overall look.

• Although these are the general and traditional standards, women
should not be afraid of adding a splash of color to their look, like a
bright blouse. In today’s day, bolder choices are becoming more
widely accepted, and a pop of color could make you stand out in a
crowd.
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BUSINESS CASUAL ATTIRE
• If you have a job interview in an informal
work environment, you might wear a
business casual outfit. Business casual outfits
are less formal than a suit, but they are also
more professional and polished than, a t-shirt
and shorts or a sundress and sandals.
• Always dress a bit more professional than the
average employee at the company. If
everyone is wearing shorts and t-shirts, for
example, you might wear khakis and a polo
shirt or button down.
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ONSITE PREPARATION
Review current news or
updates of the company with
whom you are interviewing.

If interviewing in person,
arrive 15 minutes early
and bring an ID.
Have a set of questions prepared. Ask different
questions to different people. Asking questions
shows that you have thought about the company
and opportunity and have genuine interest in
both.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
What does an actuary do?

Describe a time when you
have had to work with a
particularly large data set.

What’s going on in the
industry right now?

Explain a complicated mathematical
concept in simple terms as if talking to
your grandparents.

What was your favorite
and least favorite class
in college and why?

What is your strategy when
studying for exams?

What was the most difficult
actuarial concept you have
learned? Can you please explain it.

What do you know
about our company?
Why would you choose P&C
over health/life/pension
insurance or vice versa?

Questions based on technical
skills listed on resume
Based on your previous experiences, what
did you learn at a previous job that would
help you as an actuary?
Explain data.
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More Interview Questions can be found
on Ezra Penland
• https://www.ezrapenland.com/interviewquestions/

-Ralph Bunche
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Presented by:
EZRA PENLAND ACTUARIAL RECRUITMENT
www.EzraPenland.com
(800) 580-3972
actuaries@ezrapenland.com
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